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TECHNIQUES FOR DISAMBIGUATING

mechanism can be applied to many types of applications,
softWare and hardWare architectures, device types, and net

SPEECH INPUT USING MULTIMODAL
INTERFACES

Work technologies.
A system according to the invention preferably includes

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED CASES

one or more of the folloWing components: user input and/or

output devices With various modes; a speech recognition
This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional

engine; and an application that uses the results of the speech

Application No. 60/432,227, entitled “Techniques for Disam

recognition engine; and a multi-modal disambiguation
engine. Preferably the different modes of input/ output

biguating Speech Input Using Multimodal Interfaces,” ?led

devices include visual and voice modes. Visual mode may use

on Dec. 10, 2002.

devices such as a visual display, stylus, pen, buttons, key
board, touch pad, touch screen, mouse, etc. Voice mode may

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

use devices such as a microphone (With an optional push-to

talk button), speakers, headphones, speakerphone, etc.

The present invention relates generally to the ?eld of multi

The speech recognition engine may use a grammar or rules

modal computing (and other electronic) devices, and, more

to interpret speech input, and may generate tokens based on

particularly, to techniques for disambiguating speech input

the speech input (although speech recognition systems based

using multimodal interfaces.

on other mechanisms may be usedithe use of any speech

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

recognition mechanism is Within the spirit and scope of the
20

An increasing number of softWare and hardWare based

computer systems are using Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) technology to alloW a user to navigate through and

control a Wide variety of applications via speech input. ASR
systems recogniZe speech input, and map user utterance to

Other features of the invention are described beloW.
25

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

tokens based on a grammar that de?nes alloWable speech

inputs and rules for interpreting the speech. These tokens can
then be processed by an application program.
ASR technology is powerful, but not fool-proof. That is,
ASR systems do not alWays correctly recogniZe the user’s

The foregoing summary, as Well as the folloWing detailed
30

draWings exemplary constructions of the invention; hoWever,

noisy environments, the speaker’s accent and mispronuncia
tion, microphone quality, etc.

the invention is not limited to the speci?c methods and instru

mentalities disclosed. In the draWings:
35

against a grammar that de?nes the alloWable Words and
phrases. The result of the ASR processing is a one or more
matching tokens, each With a corresponding measure of con
?dence that the user’s utterance matches the text token. The
presence of more than one matching token indicates that there
is no clear best match to the user’s speech. We refer to the

process of accurately determining the user’s intent using the
list of returned matches (and the corresponding con?dence
values) as “disambiguation.”
Current voice based disambiguation mechanisms suffer

ambiguating speech; and
40

45

FIG. 1 shoWs an overvieW of an example multi-modal

disambiguation mechanism (MDM) 102 in accordance With

50

cumbersome process especially When the ASR engine is

In the scenario, the end user 108 uses a speech interface to
issue commands to the application 106. The user’ s utterances
55

With an application. Multi-modal interfaces are potentially

useful in improving the disambiguating of speech and sub
stantially improving end user experience.
In vieW of the foregoing, there is a need for a system that
overcomes the draWbacks of the prior art.

the invention, and demonstrates a context in Which an MDM
102 may be used. The MDM 102 shoWn in FIG. 1 is used to
disambiguate an end user’s spoken utterances 104 so that the

data represented by those utterances 104 may be used as input
to application programs 106.

tives. This often results in user frustration, and is a sloW and

facilitates the use of multiple modalities (or modes) to interact

FIG. 2 is a How diagram of an example process for disam

biguating speech.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE
EMBODIMENTS

using Text-to-Speech (TTS) technology. This is sloW, and

remote to the user (as is often the case With mobile scenarios).
Multimodal interfaces represent a neW technology that

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of an example multi

modal disambiguation mechanism in accordance With
aspects of the invention, and further shoWs a method of dis

from many limitations. Often the user is asked to repeat his
utterance, Which may lead to the same un-matched result.
Sometimes, the list of alternatives is spoken back to the user

With poor TTS quality, the user may misinterpret the alterna

description of preferred embodiments, is better understood
When read in conjunction With the appended draWings. For
the purpose of illustrating the invention, there is shoWn in the

utterance. This can occur due to a variety of factors including

ASR systems function by matching the user’s utterance

invention). The multi-modal disambiguation engine receives
the results from the speech recognition engine and performs
disambiguation tasks. A token representing the disambigu
ated speech input is then provided to the application.

60

104 (e.g., spoken Words) are input to a speech recognition
engine 110 (SRE). If the SRE recogniZes the utterance With
suf?cient con?dence (based on the settings of the SRE and the
application), the result corresponding to this “unambiguous
user input” 112 is sent to the application 106. In the event that
the SRE 110 does not recogniZe the user’s utterance 104 With

high enough con?dence, the multimodal disambiguation
mechanism 102 is triggered to disambiguate the user’s utter

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a Multimodal Disambigu
ation Mechanism (MDM), and particular multimodal tech
niques to improve the speech recognition process. This

65

ances 104 and pass the result on to the application 106. MDM
102 may disambiguate speech based on a set of parameters
114 that have been con?gured by a user or administrator In
case no user and application options and parameters 114 are
set, the MDM may use a set of default parameters.

US 7,684,985 B2
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In the event of an unmatched utterance, the selection algo
rithm 116 (SA) receives as input the set of alternatives that

various sub-components of the MDM. Among other things,
the MDM combines the end user and application parameters

SRE 110 believes are the best match to the user’s utterance.

to drive the MDM process.

Speech Recognition Engine (SRE) 110. The SRE 110 takes

The SA 116 ?lters this set according to the options andparam
eters 114 (or a set of default parameters) and passes the result

as input the user utterance 104, a grammar to be matched

on to output generator 118. Output generator 118 preferably

against the utterance 104, and a set of parameters 114, such as

presents to the user a multimodal disambiguation panel,
Which renders a set of recognition alternatives 120, and the

the con?dence thresholds governing unambiguous recogni

user 108 may use the panel to select the correct alternative.

tion and inclusion of close matches. If the utterance matches
a token in the grammar With a con?dence higher than the

The user’s selection 122 is received by input handler 124,

threshold for unambiguous recognition, the recogniZed utter

Which then passes the selected alternative to the output inter
face 126. The user’s selection constitutes disambiguated
input 128, Which is then sent to application 106. The above

ance 104 is passed to the application. Otherwise, a set of
alternatives With their con?dence values is passed to the

described process generally takes place transparently, in the

selection algorithm 116 to begin the disambiguation process.
Preferably, any SRE 110 supporting automatic speech recog

sense that application 106 is generally unaWare that the dis

nition that returns a list of alternatives With con?dence values

ambiguation process has taken place.

can be used.

Selection algorithm (SA) 116. The selection algorithm 106

The folloWing sections describe each of the components of

is invoked When the user’s utterance is recogniZed With accu

the MDM in greater detail, providing exemplary speci?ca
tions and requirements for their operation.
End user 108. End user 108 accesses MDM 102 and appli
cation 106 via an end user device Which has multimodal input

20

and output capabilities. A non-exhaustive list of example
devices includes the following: mobile phones; PDA’s; and
handheld, desktop and laptop computers. MDM 102 and
application 106 may reside on the end user device and/or may

racy beloW the con?dence threshold for unambiguous recog
nition. The SA 116 calculates the alternatives to be passed to
the user based on the individual con?dence values, applica
tion and user parameters, though other factors may also be
involved in determining the alternatives.

Output generator (OG) 118. The output generator 118
25

takes as input the alternatives calculated by the SA 116, and
presents these to the end user Who Will select one alternative

be available as a distributed service on other computer servers
or Workstations. MDM softWare on the end user device has

to be returned to the application. User and application param

the capability to enter, edit, and store the end user parameters
114, Which govern the operations of MDM 102. The end user

biguation method (UDM) to be used. UDM’s are of three

eters control the presentation to the user and the user disam

that may vary by the type of device. These capabilities are

overall classes: visual only, voice only, and multimodal.
Within these classes, there are multiple types of UDM’s that

used by the MDM 102 softWare to present to the end user the

can be used.

device has various multimodal input and output capabilities

30

Input Handler (IH) 124. Once the multimodal disambigu

recognition alternatives 120, and to accept and interpret the
user selection input. Various types of input can be accepted

including speech input, keypad input, stylus input, touch

35

ation panel is presented to the user, the user Will take an input
action to choose one of the selections. The input action can be

input, based on the end user device capabilities.

multimodal, i.e. the user can take voice or visual action, or

Applications 106. The application can be any speech
assisted application, or an application that accepts traditional
text or event input. The application (or subcomponents of it)

perhaps a combination of the tWo. The IH 124 Will handle this
multimodal user selection and determine Which alternative
has been selected by the user. AlloWable user actions are
based on the types of UDM’s used. A combination of multi
modal UDM’s can be utiliZed. It should be noted that it may
be particularly useful to alloW the user to interact With the

can be resident on the end user device and/or distributed
across the end user device and other remote servers. The

40

disambiguation mechanism can be entirely transparent to the

alternatives in plural modes (e.g., visual and voice modes).

user or portions of the MDM 102 can be implemented Within

the application 106. Applications 106 can be Written in vari
ous languages to use the MDM 102. The applicationi

Output Interface (OI). Once the user 108 has selected one
45

through its con?guration parametersican control the disam
biguation mechanism.
Multimodal Disambiguation Mechanism (MDM) 102. A
function of MDM 102 is to disambiguate the user’s utterances
104 in the event that these utterances 104 are not recogniZed
With su?icient con?dence. The SRE 110 can be con?gured to

The interaction Will continue as if the selected alternative Was

originally recognized by the speech recognizer.
FIG. 2 shoWs an example process of disambiguating
50

received (202)i e.g., by a user speaking into a microphone.

speech. If the speech is recogniZed unambiguously (204),
55

The MDM 102 can be guided and controlled by user and

application parameters 114.
The MDM comprises multiple components (e.g., compo

then the unambiguous speech is provided as input to an appli
cation (206). If, hoWever, the speech is not recogniZed unam
biguously, then a list of possible alternatives is determined
(208). The list of alternatives may, for example, be the set of

possible tokens identi?ed by the speech recognition engine
60

nents 110, 114, 116, 118, 124, and 126) that canbe resident on
the end user device or can be distributed on other computers
on a netWork. Portions of the MDM 102 can be resident in the

application 104. The components of the MDM 102 are
described beloW.
Options and Parameters 114. The end user 108 and the
application 106 can both set parameters 114 to control the

speech in the form of a How diagram. Initially, speech input is

A speech recognition engine then attempts to recogniZe the

return a set of alternatives 120 that the user’s utterance 104
matches. The MDM 102 uses these alternatives 120 and the

corresponding con?dence levels to disambiguate the user’s
utterance 104. The output of the disambiguation process (i.e.,
the disambiguated user input) is sent to the application 106.

of the alternatives 120, the selected alternative Will be passed
to the application 106 as the Disambiguated User Input 128.

Whose con?dence value exceeds some de?ned threshold. The
list of alternatives may also be ?ltered according to a set of
parameters. The list of alternatives is presented to a user in a
multi-modal interaction (210). The user then selects one of

the alternatives, and the selected alternative is provided to the
65

application as input (212).
It is noted that the foregoing examples have been provided
merely for the purpose of explanation and are in no Way to be
construed as limiting of the present invention. While the

US 7,684,985 B2
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6. A method of processing speech input using one of voice

invention has been described With reference to various
embodiments, it is understood that the Words Which have been
used herein are Words of description and illustration, rather

mode interaction, visual mode interaction, or a combination
of voice mode and visual mode interaction With an applica

tion comprising:
a speech disambiguation mechanism, Wherein said speech

than Words of limitations. Further, although the invention has
been described herein With reference to particular means,
materials and embodiments, the invention is not intended to

disambiguation mechanism is resident on one of an end
user device and a remote server, and accessed through
said end user device possessing multimodal user inter

be limited to the particulars disclosed herein; rather, the
invention extends to all functionally equivalent structures,

faces;

methods and uses, such as are Within the scope of the

receiving and storing user parameters and receiving appli
cation parameters for controlling the speech disambigu

appended claims. Those skilled in the art, having the bene?t
of the teachings of this speci?cation, may effect numerous
modi?cations thereto and changes may be made Without
departing from the scope and spirit of the invention in its

ation mechanism, Wherein both the user and the appli
cation can set the parameters to control said speech

aspects.

disambiguation mechanism, and Wherein the parameters
include con?dence thresholds governing unambiguous
recognition and close matches;

What is claimed:

1. A system for disambiguating speech input using one of
voice mode interaction, visual mode interaction, or a combi
nation of voice mode interaction and visual mode interaction

receiving a speech input from the user through one of said

With an application comprising:

determining Whether the speech input is ambiguous;

a speech disambiguation mechanism resident on one of an
end user device and a remote server, and accessed

multimodal user interfaces;
20

through said end user device possessing multimodal
user interfaces, said speech disambiguation mechanism

tion as input to the application; and

if the speech input is ambiguous;

comprising:
an options and parameters component for receiving and
storing user parameters and receiving application

selecting tWo or more tokens and presenting the tokens
25

30

parameters include con?dence thresholds governing

unambiguous recognition and close matches;
a speech recognition component that receives recorded
audio, speech input or a combination of the recorded
audio and the speech input through one of said mul
timodal user interfaces, and generates:
a plurality of tokens corresponding to disambiguated

35

alternatives to the user in one of voice mode, visual
mode, or a combination of the voice mode and the
visual mode, and to present a selection of an altema
tive from the user from the plurality of alternatives
presented to the user in one of the voice mode, the
visual mode, or a combination of the voice mode and

the visual mode; and
communicating the selected alternative Without transla
tion of the speech input as input to the application.
7. The method of claim 6, Where the interaction comprises
the concurrent use of said visual mode and said voice mode.
8. The method of claim 7, Wherein the interaction com

Words for presentation to the user; and
for each of the one or more tokens, a con?dence value

indicative of the likelihood that a given token cor

as alternatives to the user;

directing the multimodal user interfaces to present the

parameters for controlling the speech disambiguation
mechanism, Wherein the speech disambiguation
mechanism is controlled by parameters set by the user
and parameters set by the application, and Wherein the

if the speech input is not ambiguous, communicating a
token representative of the speech input to the applica

40

rectly represents the speech input;

prises the user selecting from among the plural alternatives
using a combination of speech and visual-based input.
9. The method of claim 6, Wherein the interaction com

prises the user selecting from among the plural alternatives

a selection component that identi?es, according to a

using visual input.

selection algorithm, tWo or more of the tokens to be

10. The system of claim 1 further comprises a communi

presented to the user;

one or more disambiguation components directing one 45 cation netWork, Wherein the options and parameters compo
or more of said multimodal user interfaces to present
nent, the speech recognition component, the selection com
the alternatives to the user in one of voice mode,
ponent, the one or more disambiguation components, and the
output interface of the speech disambiguation mechanism are
visual mode, or a combination of the voice mode and
distributed on said communication netWork.
the visual mode, and directing the multimodal user
interfaces to receive an alternative selected by the user 50
11 . A method of processing speech input using one of voice
in one of the voice mode, the visual mode, or a com
mode interaction, visual mode interaction, or a combination

of voice mode and visual mode interaction With an applica

bination of the voice mode and the visual mode; and
an output interface for communicating the selected alter
native Without translation of the speech input to the

application as input.

tion comprising:
a speech disambiguation mechanism, Wherein said speech
55

2. The system of claim 1, Wherein the one or more disam

biguation components perform said interaction by presenting
the user With alternatives in a visual mode, and by receiving

interfaces;

the user’s selection in a visual mode.

3. The system of claim 2, Wherein the disambiguation

disambiguation mechanism is resident on a remote
server, and accessed over a communication netWork
using an end user device possessing multimodal user

60

receiving and storing user parameters and receiving appli
cation parameters for controlling the speech disambigu

components present the alternatives to the user in a visual
form and alloW the user to select from among the alternatives

ation mechanism, Wherein both the user and the appli
cation set the parameters to control said speech

using a voice input.
4. The system of claim 1, Wherein the selection component

disambiguation mechanism, and Wherein the parameters
include con?dence thresholds governing unambiguous
recognition and close matches;

?lters the one or more tokens according to a set of parameters. 65

5. The system of claim 4, Wherein the set of parameters is
user speci?ed.

receiving a speech input from the user through one of said
multimodal user interfaces;

US 7,684,985 B2
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7
determining Whether the speech input is ambiguous;
if the speech input is not ambiguous, communicating a
token representative of the speech input to the applica
tion as input to the application; and

if the speech input is ambiguous;
selecting tWo or more tokens and presenting the tokens
as alternatives to the user;

directing the multimodal user interfaces to present the
alternatives to the user in one of voice mode, visual
mode, or a combination of the voice mode and the
visual mode, and to present a selection of an alterna

tive from the user from the plurality of alternatives
presented to the user in one of the voice mode, the
visual mode, or a combination of the voice mode and

the visual mode; and

communicating the selected alternative Without transla
tion of the speech input as input to the application.
12. The method of claim 11, Where the interaction com
prises the concurrent use of said visual mode and said voice
mode.
13. The method of claim 12, Wherein the interaction com

prises the user selecting from among the plural alternatives
using a combination of speech and visual-based input.
14. The method of claim 11, Wherein the interaction com

prises the user selecting from among the plural alternatives

using visual input.

